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Marianka Swain has the time of her life at English
National Ballet’s collaboration with street dancers
Flawless on June 1 at the HMV Hammersmith Apollo

Dancers of English National Ballet
and Flawless in Against Time

A

popular theme
in contemporary
entertainment is that of
anarchic kids challenging the
natural order, from Harry Potter to
High School Musical, The Demon
Headmaster to Billy Elliot, Matilda
to… well, pretty much the whole
Dahl canon. This might seem an
infantile narrative choice for the
prestigious English National Ballet
(ENB) and too-cool-for-school
Flawless, but it’s the use of such
universally understood subject
matter that makes their new
show, Against Time, a consistently
enjoyable and accessible
experience for a varied audience.
The unique company – 11
female ENB soloists and nine
male Flawless street dancers –
follow a quest structure in what
is essentially a traditional story
ballet as a group of pupils from
the “All Star Academy” journey

from the classroom to a haunted
mansion via a magical maze in
their battle against a time-bending
professor with shadowy motives.
There is some attempt at
high-minded philosophy on the
subject of time as it relates to
choreography and movement,
but the show works best as a
high-energy, action-packed romp,
with niggling questions about plot
feasibility and deeper message
replaced with appreciation for
the exuberant display of skill,
creativity and unabashed fun.
Flawless’s Marlon “Swoosh”
Wallen and ENB soloist Jenna
Lee share choreographic duties
and their approach is essentially
“more is more”, with a tight show
springing from Swan Lake to
Elvis, Twitter gags to enchanted
insects, gravity-defying tricks
to romcom sweetness. Not
all of these elements work

perfectly, but there’s certainly
no danger of repetition or
losing the attention of a vocal
Hammersmith Apollo audience.
As an experiment in dance
fusion, Against Time gets better
with age, growing into a cohesive
show as the evening wears
on. The ﬁrst half unfortunately
separates the sexes far too often,
moving somewhat awkwardly
between the boys doing street
and the girls ballet; both are
performed brilliantly, which
leads you to wonder whether
they should be mixed at all, and
one attempt at swapping styles
is played purely for laughs.
However, the second half
features some standout numbers,
culminating in a masquerade ball
with truly impressive pas de deux
work and an unforgettable Moulin
Rouge-esque tango, making an
argument for this fusion being
greater than the sum of its parts.
Ultimately, this is great dance
entertainment, delivered by
young, talented and – let’s face
it – easy-on-the-eye performers.
It sneakily converts street
supporters into ballet fans and
vice versa, and provides both
ﬂashes of skill and creative
innovation to satisfy dance
aﬁcionados and enough humour,
romance and trickery to keep
the casual viewer hooked. It also
has an outstanding soundtrack,
effortlessly blending classical
favourites with modern hits and
ending on a showstopper that
guarantees a standing ovation. ●
Against Time tours until
July 8. See www.ballet.org.
uk for more information.
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